
Where in the World Is Mr. Hight? 
Read each paragraph and using a web browser, search for key words to research and answer the questions of the 
places Mr. Hight is visiting.  
 
1. Hallo, können Sie raten, wo wir sind?  Hello! Can you guess where we are? My family and I went on a trip to 
Germany in 2016.  We took a high-speed train from Frankfurt to our destination.  We stopped by for Sunday mass at 
a famous landmark.  After mass we toured the building saw a reliquary of the Shrine of the Three Kings.  A 
reliquary is a place that holds holy objects known as relics.  The famous cathedral is one of the largest in Europe 
and was built around 1248.  We also visited a chocolate museum and saw Germany defeat Poland in football 
(soccer) at the Gaffel am Dom. Can you tell what famous city and country my family and I are visiting? 	
 

 
 

2. Ciao, puoi indovinare dove siamo? Hello! Can you guess where we are? My wife and I went on a trip to Italy in 
2017.  We took a high-speed train from Fiumicino to Rome.  We loved visiting Saint Peter’s Basilca and even got to 
hear Pope Francis speak at the Vatican.  Our second stop in Italy was a famous city known as the birthplace of the 
Renaissance.  We enjoyed gelato, pizza and visiting historic art of Michelangelo and Raphael.  We went to another 
famous church financed by the Medici family called “the Duomo”. The famous Academia in this city holds 
Michelangelo’s famous statue of David as a shepherd about to slay Goliath.  We are now visiting a gallery and I am 
looking at Leonardo Da Vinci’s famous painting titled, The Annunciation, when Mary said yes to the angel Gabriel.  
What famous city in Italy are we are at? What is the name of the gallery I am in? 
 

 
 

3. We take trips throughout the United States and one of our favorites was when we visited my uncle Weldon.  He is 
an artist who lives in the Lone Star State. While visiting Weldon we enjoyed food called Tex-Mex and visited the 
Riverwalk, a famous tourist place downtown.  Very close is a famous Spanish mission building founded in the late 
1700’s that was used by Spanish missionaries to convert Native Americans to Catholicism.  It did not last very long 
and was set up as a fort… but I cannot for the life of me seem to remember the name of the fort. The mission-turned-
fort is the most visited museum and shrine in this state because its Battle in 1836 was a turning point in its state history.  
Famous people were have said to have fought Mexican armies during this battle, including Jim Bowie (the maker of 
the Bowie knife), Davy Crockett, and Sam Houston.  What is the city, state, and famous landmark we are visiting? 

 

 
 


